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To obtain a challenging Inventory Accountant position within a growing company 
that will provide an opportunity to advance and use various skills to achieve 
potential.

DECEMBER 2003 – JULY 2006
INVENTORY ACCOUNTANT/SUPERVISOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Made sure each operation meets shipping dates according to sales forecasts or 
customer orders.

 Analyzed production specifications and plant capacity data and performs 
mathematical calculations to determine manufacturing processes, tools, and 
human resource requirements.

 Planned and scheduled workflow for each department and operation according 
to established manufacturing sequences and lead times.

 Planned sequence of assembly, installation, and other manufacturing operations
for guidance of production workers.

 Determined the status of assigned projects, expedites operations that delay 
schedules and alters schedules to meet unforeseen conditions.

 Prepared production reports and gathering the necessary information for 
analysis of labor utilization and efficiency.

 Prepared work packages also known as work orders, including detailed 
instructions, drawings, bills of material, references, inspection requirements, 
etc.

1998 – 2003
INVENTORY ACCOUNTANT - DELTA CORPORATION

 Managed inventory for two major locations contributing to over 70% of group 
revenue Communicated with multiple levels of internal and external.

 Software Accounting Trained clients on how to properly create financial reports 
with the aide of accounting software Utilized Apex, Anova, and Store.

 Establish and maintain an inventory reconciliation process between three 
separate software programs and set up the fixed asset module of an ERP 
system.

 Accomplishment(s) With the successful implementation of the inventory 
reconciliation process and fixed asset module setup along with detailed.

 Performed a variety of accounting functions to support Cost Account and 
inventory reporting, involving daily counts, compliance with Sarbanes Oxley.

 Researched and resolved discrepancies in inventory, consistently ensuring 
monthly accuracy to a standard of 96% or better.

 Effectively performed Internal Controls to ensure 100% compliance with 
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Sarbanes Oxley.

EDUCATION

Managerial Finance - (Tarrant Community College - Fort Worth, TX)

SKILLS

Accounting, Inventory, Materials Management, Purchasing.
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